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About FRU.PL 
 

Poland based online 
travel business. Together 
with its Romanian sister 
company, Vola.ro, it’s a 
leader in the flight booking 
market in Eastern Europe.  
 
 
Website 
 

www.fru.pl 
 
 
Goals  
 

ü Increase converting 
traffic  
 

ü Decrease 
management cost 

 

ü Increase profitability  
 
 

Approach  
 
 

ü Modification of 
attribution model  
 

ü Profit-driven bidding 
scenario analysis 

 

ü Click value 
maximization 

 

ü ROAS based 
optimization strategy 
using offline 
conversion data 
import  

 

ü Automatic keyword 
portfolio bidding  

 
 
Results*  
 

ü Sales growth +73%  
 

ü Margin increase +60% 
 
“Change of attribution 
model and automatic 
biding was a game 
changer for our SEM 
campaigns. Precise 
efficiency data and 
scenario prognosis 
increased confidence that 
the selected level of 
advertising budgets 
maximizes achievement 
of our business goals.”  
 
Weronika Dowgiałło  
 

Performance Marketing & 
SEM Manager 
 

FRU.PL  
 
 
* March 2017 vs. March 2016 
 
 
 
 

Automated Portfolio Bidding (using profit-driven strategies 
and attribution modeling) Boosts Revenue and Profits of 
FRU.PL 

In its 10-plus years on the market, travel company FRU.PL developed a highly 
optimized AdWords campaign. It became one of main profit drivers. To significantly 
increase sales volume within a strict ROAS regime in a highly competitive market the 
company had to re-invent their SEM strategy.  

Business Data  

Precise bid management required improvements in conversion tracking and the 
calculation of the exact profitability of each transaction. The booking value reported 
during online conversion is now calculated using detailed booking values and an 
expected book/sale ratio. It is then modified by data import using API where the 
estimated conversion values are seamlessly replaced by real sales data in the days 
following booking.  

Attribution modeling 

Conversion path analysis has shown the necessity of optimization beyond the last click 
attribution. Investigation of the roles the traffic sources and keywords play in the 
conversion path has shown that only part of the keywords can be recognized as 
conversion drivers, whilst other traffic sources and keywords only assist during the 
finalization of the purchase. The high ROI of the latter was artificially increased by the last 
click model, which, at the same time, unfairly decreases the attribution of keywords 
responsible for the acquisition of clients.  

Changes in the attribution model used for optimization added approximately 25% more 
value to conversion driving keywords, which allowed higher bidding and the acquisition 
of significantly more traffic and conversions.  

Profitability and growth optimization 

Increasing both sales and profits required optimization in several areas.  
• Pricing and discount policy experiments helped to maximize click value, which 

made it possible to achieve the highest efficiency of the advertising1.  
 
 

• AdWords Bid Simulator data and internally developed mathematic models2 helped 
to build and understand bidding scenarios and identify the level of ad spend that 
allows both required profitability and satisfactory business growth.  
 

• Portfolio bidding strategy, which maximizes total conversion volume within ROAS 
target, sometimes required counter-intuitive modifications of individual bids3. 

Automated bidding  

In order to enforce the ROAS bidding strategy on a large portfolio of keywords using 
non-standard attribution models and data import, FRU.PL employed DoubleClick Search 
(DS). This decision was also caused by the necessity of other features available in DS:  
• a data exclusion feature that helps to handle unexpected events that can send false 

signals to machine learning-based automatic optimizers, which is typical in the flight 
booking industry and 
 

• the possibility of A/B testing of bidding strategies using different attribution models.  
 

Outcome  

Change of attribution model attributed more value to as yet undervalued keywords, 
which allowed additional investment within the required ROAS goal. The overall results 
verified the hypothesis of lower participation of certain traffic sources and groups of 
keywords in the total outcome.  

Portfolio biding strategy made it possible to deliver more conversions without changes 
in the total ROAS, despite the growth of the total AdWords spend by 64%. Automated 
optimization helped to react faster to changes in trends.  

As result, the FRU.PL achieved one of highest y/y growths of sales and profits in their history.  

																																																								
1 Increasing click value by optimal product pricing allows expansion of PPC campaigns without decreasing ROAS. Read more about this concept here: http://goo.gl/R2k8Gk.  
2 The perfect compromise between volume and ROI required for profit-driven PPC management can be described by a simple formula. Read more here: https://goo.gl/X2atFn.  
3 Portfolio of keywords maximizes sales at desired ROAS if the keyword’s target CPC is not only calculated using expected ROAS, but also adjusted to the price elasticity of each particular 
keyword. This approach sometimes requires counter-intuitive increase of investment in low converting keywords. Our research on this topic is published here: https://goo.gl/L1R2HL.  
 


